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The New Politics Of Russia
Millions of Russians are expected to head to the polls over a three-day period starting Friday in
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elections taking place against the backdrop of an unprecedented assault on democracy over the past ...

Russia goes to the polls amid crackdown on political dissent
After a few weeks of desultory campaigning but months of relentless official moves to shut down
significant opposition, Russia is holding three days of voting this weekend in a parliamentary election
...

Parliamentary election unlikely to change Russia's politics
Liberal party Yabloko and the movement of Alexei Navalny hope that the opposition can make inroads on
United Russia in the Duma parliamentary election.

Vladimir Putin's Opponents Are Bowed but Not Broken as Russia Votes
The head of Russia’s second-largest political party is alleging widespread violations in the election
for a new national parliament, in which his party is widely expected to gain seats. Communist ...

Communists, observers report violations in Duma election
An incredibly dubious story that hobbled along for years in left-wing conspiracy theorizing is at the
heart of this week's Russia-related indictment.

It is entirely fitting that the Alfa Bank rumor will be the final bookend of the Russia probe
The regional election is taking place at the same time that Russians are voting for members of the State
Duma, the national parliament. The race for governor is being closely watched to gauge how much ...

In Russian Far East city, discontent smolders amid election
Facing Kremlin pressure, Apple and Google on Friday removed an opposition-created smartphone app that
tells voters which candidates are likely to defeat those backed by Russian authorities, as ...
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Apple, Google remove opposition app as Russian voting begins
The old order of stable political alignments within and between the Soviet republics and their
nationalities disintegrated with the collapse of the Soviet Union. Russia and the fourteen new states on
...

Russia and the New States of Eurasia
Experts say the current exodus of journalists and dissidents is the biggest wave of political emigration
in the country’s post-Soviet history. By Anton Troianovski MOSCOW — Evoking the dark ...

Exile or Jail: The Grim Choice Facing Russian Opposition Leaders
In a recent interview, opposition leader Aleksei Navalny told the New York Times about a new form of
punishment in Russian prisons ... Less famous political prisoners, who are not in the ...

Political Prisoners in Russia Are Forced to Watch State TV All Day Long
Twenty years ago, following the slaughter of 3,000 people in New ... Russia, China and Iran will see and
take advantage. Anyone given commitments by Western leaders will understandably regard them as ...

The fate of Afghanistan shows why the West must not abandon intervention
Moscow has granted Belarus a new $1.5 billion loan and criticized Western restrictions. Lukashenko said
that Russia also will ... agreement that envisages close political, economic and military ...

Leader says Belarus expects big shipment of Russian weapons
Washington (CNN)New satellite images obtained by CNN show Russia may be preparing another test of its
nuclear-powered cruise missile, known as "Skyfall"-- a controversial weapon that is designed ...

New satellite images show Russia may be preparing to test nuclear powered 'Skyfall' missile
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The German government expressed concern Wednesday at reports on the possible deployment of Russian
mercenaries in Mali. Germany has several hundred soldiers taking part in United Nations stabilization
...

Germany concerned by talk of Russian mercenary ops in Mali
Therefore, in the presence of a political will, the Constitution does not prevent ... to exclude a State
failing to comply with the Court’s judgments. Russia need not wait for a new constitutional ...

Political Homophobia and European Court of Human Rights: Russia Is Called to Protect Same-Sex Unions
Burns is the highest-ranking US official to meet in person with the new Taliban regime in Afghanistan
... Meanwhile, the politics of the exit strategy has become complex, to say the least.

United States, NATO, and the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan: Analysis of the Politics
Between 2017 and 2019, Mueller led an investigation into alleged Russian interference in the ... hacking
the computers of a United States political party's central organization." ...

Mueller investigated 'a member of the news media' suspected of participating in the 2016 plot to hack
and share Dems' emails, the DOJ said
New satellite images obtained by CNN show Russia may be preparing another test of its nuclear-powered
cruise missile, known as “Skyfall”– a controversial weapon that is designed to defeat US ...
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